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Abstract 
Proposed by the Ministry of Public Security of the People's Republic of China, and approved by the China Standardization Technical 
Committee, the current national standard GB16280—2005 (Line type heat fire detector) and GB/T21197—2007 (Line type fiber-optic 
heat fire detector) have come in to the revision stage. The above two standards will be combined into one new National Standard: 
GB/T21197—XX “Line type heat fire detector”. 
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1. Foreword 
The current National Standard GB16280—2005 and GB/T21197—2007 are the separate standards to supervise the 
design, production and use of line type heat fire detector and line type fiber-optic heat fire detector. The above two 
standards have been implemented for several years, playing an important role in the regulation of design, production and use 
of line type heat fire detector and line type fiber-optic heat fire detector, which greatly ensures the security of life and 
properties via fire detection and alarm.  
With the continuous improvement and innovation of technology and products, line type heat fire detectors have been 
changing in several aspects such as detection modes, product forms, application features, alarm positioning patterns, etc. 
However, the current standards GB16280—2005 and GB/T21197—2007 lags behind the development. In order to better 
regulate the popularization and application of line type heat fire detectors, ensure its continuous technical development, and 
maintain a healthy and orderly market environment, revision of the two current National Standards is necessary. Meanwhile, 
the revision gives a new standard for testing current line type heat fire detectors. 
The revision is proposed by the Ministry of Public Security of the People's Republic of China. The Fire Detection and 
Alarm Technical Sub-committee of China Fire Standardization Technical Committee (SAC/TC113/SC6) is in charge of it. 
The Shenyang Fire Research Institute is responsible for drafting. And other institutes such as Sun Yat-sen University have 
participated in drafting.  
2. Requirements And Basis for Compilation 
The compilation aims to combine GB16280—2005 (Line type heat fire detector) and GB/T21197—2007 (Line type 
fiber-optic heat fire detector). In addition, the newest relevant technical requirements on multi-point heat detectors are 
supplemented. 
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This standard bases on the Fire Prevention Law of the People's Republic of China (2009).Following factors are also taken 
into account in the process of compilation: data from technical research on relevant products, practical level of line type heat 
fire detectors and fiber-optic line type heat fire detectors in China, and national standards worldwide including EN 54-5, 
ISO 7240-5, UL-521, GDCD-187, and EPA 215. 
3. Principle on Compilation 
The principles in the process of compilation are: Take into account the general uniformity and specific difference on 
technical requirements of all kinds of line type heat fire detectors. Regulate various line type heat fire detectors, improve 
technology, enhance product quality, ensure integrality, perspectiveness, operability, and the scientificity of technical 
requirements and test methods. 
3.1. Uniform Categorization 
Cable heat detector, air tube heat detector, distributed fiber optic heat detector, fiber grating heat detector, and the 
modern multi-point heat detector are classified into the line type heat fire detector. Although they are different in work 
mechanism and sensor parts, they have shown a common “line type” feature detecting the ambient temperature of a 
continuous line. Such classification is identical to EN54. Therefore the drafting group categorizes the above-mentioned 
detectors as line type heat fire detector. In another word, line type heat fire detector includes cable heat detector, air tube 
heat detector, distributed fiber optic heat detector, fiber grating heat detector, and multi-point heat detector. 
3.2. Uniform Requirements 
All line type heat fire detectors are mostly applied in similar application environment. In order to guarantee the project 
applicability, uniform technical requirements and test methods should be adopted. 
3.3. Diversity in Technology 
The sensor parts of the above-mentioned line type heat fire detectors are different in work mechanism and composition. 
(1) For cable heat detectors and air tube heat detectors, the specified physical change of their sensors is related to the 
integration effect of the temperature field change of the tested area. They are integral detector. 
(2) The principle of distributed fiber optic line type heat fire detector is to collect continuously the temperature change 
of every point of the spot. However, due to the limitation of current technological level, the collection precision is limited. 
That is, discrete integration effect exists in short distance (within precision range). It can be regarded as continuous line type 
detector. 
(3) For fiber grating heat detector and line type multi-point heat detector, their sensors are embedded into a continuous 
line (cable) thus their appearance is line type. In practical use, each sensor part detects its ambient temperature change, 
therefore the temperature collection mode of such detectors is discrete. However, the composition of their sensor is 
essentially different from that of point type heat detector. They are consistent to other line type heat fire detectors. 
Consequently, they belong to multi-point line type heat fire detector.  
As the same, the EN54-22 also divides line type heat fire detectors into three categories: integral, continuous, and multi-
point.  
Therefore, when defining the technical requirements and test conditions of the standard, the difference of work 
mechanism should be taken into account. 
4. Conclusion 
The normal performance of line type heat fire detector is critical for protection of normal work environment, properties, 
and life. Implementation of the new national standard ensures the consistence of product performance. As a result the 
product quality and stability are enhanced, which extends product popularization. The social benefit is great. 
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